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Meditation is not only about crystals, hypnotic folk
music and incense sticks! Forget about sitting in
unnatural and uncomfortable positions while going
"ommmmm...." It is not a club full of yoga masters,
Shaolin monks, hippies and new-agers. It is super
practical and universal practice, that can improve
your overall brain perfomance and happiness!
-Looking to be truly happy... not just fake smiles
anymore? -Sick of being held up and helpless, a
victim of terrible circumstance? -Do you really want
to be a slave to your emotions anymore? -Are you so
depressed and negative that no one really enjoys
spending time with you? Well, I was not necessarily
talking to you, but if it speaks to you, you have
picked up the right book! Most People Walk Through
Their Life In a Walking Daze And I was too. I was
constantly fighting everything going on in my life;
with my mind. Day to day stressors like traffic, the
mean lady at the gas station with the bad breath that
I had to see every morning, and the long hours put in
at work, were enough to drain me. My boss, with his
long nose hair, breathing down my neck about my
productivity level was enough to deplete a person
every day. "What do I do? What will happen next?
What if, what if, what if...?" I could not even enjoy a
second of my day, because I was lost in worry and
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stress over what was going to happen next and what
I could do to maybe control it. In this book you will
find techniques to step out of your thinking and allow
your mind to finally rest. When meditating, you take
a step back from actively thinking your thoughts, and
instead, see them for what they are. The reason why
meditation is helpful in reducing stress and attaining
peace is that it gives your over-active conscious a
break. Just like your body needs it, your mind does
too! I give you the gift of peace that I was able to
attain through present moment awareness. In This
Book I'll Show You: -My favorite meditation and
mindfulness techniques perfect for ordinary busy
people like you and me -My personal experience
-How exactly do I practice and how it helped me in
so many ways -How to maintain stillness, peace and
focus in everyday life -How to stick to your
meditation practice and maintain high level of
motivation -The right mindset you should have to
keep your brain and thoughts healthy -A few simple
things you can do to instantly feel better and happier!
-And many, many more! Table of Contents:
Introduction: Why Meditation For Life Success?
Chapter 1: Meditation? What it's all about? Chapter
2: Let's Get Started! Various types of
Meditation/Guided Meditations Chapter 3: Meditation
and Stillness in Everyday Life Chapter 4: How to
Maintain Inner Peace and Never Feel Anxious or
Distracted Again Chapter 5: Conclusion
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Do you want to finally, once and for all get to the
place that you have always dreamed you would be
by now? Do you want to experience love, joy, and
peace that you have only imagined possible? Do you
want to live free from fear and full of faith? In this
book, I share my journey with you from my childhood
to manhood. I will take you into my struggles and
pain with my identity and sexuality, and through it
you will be able to see yourself and identify with me.
More than that, you will be able to feel the spirit and
energy of freedom that comes as you read the pages
and walk with me to a peaceful place of success and
authenticity. This is not a writing for the sake of
writing, but this book was a must that as you
encounter the stories and principles herein, you
yourself will be taking through the depths of your
own life to help you to get to the desired place where
you walk in true wealth and abundance that can only
be realized through self-awareness and selfdiscovery.
My Journey to Light is a 200 Page Chronology of
your Masonic Journey. Record important dates that
you received degrees Record Appointments. Record
Dates Served in various Bodies, or Committees.
Record stories that need to be remembered. Most
Importantly, Preserve the History of your Lodge and
Personal Journey for generations to come. $2.00
from the sale of this book will go to Masonic Widows
and Orphans. This Book Covers Blue Lodge, York
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Rite Bodies and Scottish Rite Northern Masonic
Jurisdiction. Space is also included for appendant
bodies as you go through your journey.
"The Quit Smoking Answer" is structured in such a
way that all readers follow a process of "cold turkey"
cessation through a step-by-step system to become
nicotine free. The system shared is quick, easy, and
proven, regardless of a person's dependency on
nicotine. If you have ever thought, "wouldn't it be
nice to quit smoking" than you've set the mood and
you're ready to begin. It's easier to quit nicotine than
you think! JW Smith, a smoker for 40 years, wrote
this book after ending his vicious cycle of numerous
failed attempts to quit. His system for nicotine
cessation evolved over a subsequent six-week
period of preparation to quit. He shares his story
about a conversation with his nine year-old
granddaughter that finally set the wheels in motion to
find a better way - one that works. JW researched
smoking cessation methods and used his own
experience to forge a new path. This book may very
well be destined to be in a category by itself in the
nicotine cessation world of recommendations and
advice. Why? Because it works! JW makes the case
that smoking cessation is not an event, but rather a
process. His book will teach you the key cognitive
techniques he used to end both the physical and
psychological addictions to nicotine. It debunks
myths about nicotine replacement therapy products
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and instead lays out a natural progression of steps
for becoming a nonsmoker. The premise of the book
is based on this famous quote; "When you change
the way you look at things, the things you look at
change." In the beginning of the book it is
recommended to establish an environment and path
of least resistance. Less resistance to quit is the first
key step to becoming nicotine free. It is
recommended that readers continue the use tobacco
products including e-cigarettes while reading the
book over a two or three day period of time- helping
again to establish less resistance to quit. He
additionally recommends as a first step that you tell
no one of your desire to quit - preventing anyone
including yourself of sabotaging your intention. As
you apply the techniques and methods written about
it becomes a natural procession leading up to your
very last cigarette or use of chewing tobacco. A
transformation of your thinking takes place and
ending your addiction will seem like an "almost nonevent" - as something just happens to you as you
read this book. You will be physically and mentally
prepared to end your addiction after reading this one
of a kind book. Free from nicotine for life - and all the
great rewards that come with it!
When the 10 largest corporations have more
combined economic power than 92% of all countries
on Earth combined, the 50 largest financial
corporations control wealth equal to 90% of Earth's
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GDP, the richest 1% of humans have more wealth
than 99% of the world combined, and the eight
richest humans have more wealth than the bottom
50% of Earth's entire population combined . . . it's
safe to say humanity is in trouble.This is the only
book you ever need to read to understand exactly
what is wrong with our global economy today and
how to fix it. Written by International Political
Economy expert and former U.S. Government
Intelligence operative, Ferris Eanfar. All proceeds go
to the nonprofit, nonpartisan AngelPay Foundation.
Aukai Collins Has Been Described As A
Beefylinebacker Blue-Eyed All-American Mujahid
Holy Warrior Who Has Led A Life Of Faith, Danger,
And Espionage In Some Of The Most Perilous War
Zones On The Face Of The Earth. His Amazing
Journey Started In 1993, When A Fellow Worshiper
In His San Diego Mosque Suggested That He Go To
Bosnia To Stop The Serb-Sponsored Genocide That
Was Taking Place There. This Eventually Led Him
To Usama Bin Laden'S Training Camps In
Afghanistan, Where He Trained With The Most
Aggressive And Terrifying Mujahideen In The World.
But When Ahmed Omar Saeed Sheikh - The Man
Accused Of Luring Wall Street Journal Journalist
Daniel Pearl To His Death - Asked Him To Raid A
Town In Kashmir That Would Include Hostage
Taking And The Killing Of Civilians, Collin'S Life
Took Another Turn. Although He Saw Jihad As The
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Highest Level Of Faith, And Would Even Lose A Leg
While Fighting Jihad In Chechnya, Worldwide
Attacks By Islamic Terrorists Shocked Him And He
Became Disillusioned By The Way Some Were
Using Islam To Further Their Own Ends Or Attack
Innocents. He Was Recruited By The Us
Government As An Undercover Operative In The
Fight Against Terrorism. His Callous Treatment By
Inept Members Of The Law Enforcement And
Intelligence Community Provides Insight Into Why
The Us Government Can'T Fight Against Something
It Doesn'T Understand. The Fbi And Cia Have Now
Spent Millions Of Dollars To Understand The Events
That Led Up To September 11, Even As The
Information Was Theirs For The Taking. Collins Not
Only Became Acquainted With One Of The
Hijackers, He Was Also Invited By Usama Bin Laden
To Return To Afghanistan. My Jihad Is A Personal
Story About The Biggest Threat To World Peace
And Stability In Our Generation, As Told By An
Insider On Both Sides Of The Conflict. (Published In
Collaboration With The Globalpequot Press, U Sa)
Juju 'Round The World is a Non-fiction international
children's book series that details the journey of a
5-year-old African American girl as she moves from
Atlanta, GA to Japan with her mom and brother. As
with many people, fear of the unknown is scary.
Could you imagine a drastic change at such a young
age? Juju quickly finds out that all change isn't bad
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as she embraces the new culture introduced to
her.This international travel series aims to bridge the
gap between what is often thought of as the
impossible for many people of color within inner
cities in the US with the rest of the world. Join Juju
as she meets new people and explores different
cultures while traveling the world with her family. ****
************************************************************
A percentage of proceeds from each book are
allocated to assist with initiatives and crisis on a
continuous basis.
Caution: this book is a document from the future, on
how the United States finally split into two
independent republics in 2029, and its aftermath.
The topic is so sensitive, that its futuristic author
must be identified merely as John Doe, Ph.D.
Dateline: 2029. The "One Nation, Indivisible, ......"
finally divides. - A political satire.
Ryan has a normal life until a stranger comes into
his life and takes him onto a mysterious journey
where his mission is to find pieces to build a
machine and a weapon. But the only way to get
these items is to time travel. His friends who
accompany him on his journey are Diego, Ashley,
and Richard. That's when they find out that there is
something evil lurking around them.
Written in a clear, engaging style with a
straightforward chronological organization,The
American Journeyintroduces readers to the key
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features of American political, social, and economic
history. This new edition focuses more closely on the
theme of the American journey, showing that our
attempt to live up to and with our ideals is an
ongoing process that has become ever more
inclusive of different groups and ideas.Covering the
period of Reconstruction after the Civil War to the
present, and including the events of 9/11/2001,
prominent coverage is given to politics, religion and
the Great Wars. Hundreds of maps, graphs, and
illustrations help readers absorb history and bring it
to life.For those interested in a comprehensive study
of post-Civil War U.S. history that is presented in a
flowing, lively narrative.
Secrets of Ma'at explores fundamental qualities of
wisdom and character with which ancient rulers of
Kemet relied on to govern the people. This poetic
interpretation of the human experience is a journey
of truth, integrity, justice and balance presented to us
through the colorful and inoculating vernacular of
Ebony Payne-English. The 42 poem collection offers
perspective on politics, religion, culture, education,
family, friendship and love.
"Although written by a property investor, this book is
much more about the psychology of success than it
is about real estate. Liberally spiced with stories that
stir the emotions as well as material to stimulate the
mind, the adventures and lessons in this book bring
to light the essence of freedom that dwells within us
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all."--Back cover.
James Michael Wine weaves a personal journey of
learning, at turns humorous, political, poetic and
insightful, as he claims that Sweden is probably the
best country on Earth. Love brought him to the
North, but it was the use of "Sweden" as a code
word for something notorious or evil during the 2008
US presidential election - which no doubt will be
used again in 2012 - that triggered this book. Digging
through his life in the two cultures for reasons behind
this code, Wine comes across a Swedish fact so
mind-boggling to his American mind that it compels
him to explore this moment on the planet and how
each country grapples with the momentous
challenges never before faced by civilization.
The story is about a golden-haired youth who
wanders into the city of Teloth, telling tales of the
great city of Aira, where he was prince. While Iranon
enjoys singing and telling his tales of wonder, few
appreciate it. A city solon even orders Iranon to
cease his singing & music, and become apprenticed
to the cobbler - or leave the city by sunset. When a
disenfranchised boy named Romnod suggests
leaving Teloth to go to the famed city of Oonai
(which he thinks may be Aira, now under a different
name), Iranon takes him up on his offer.
There is a serious problem with our modern fruits
and vegetables! The produce we feed our family
members is far less healthy now than at any other
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time in human history! Does that statement bother
you? It should! How and why did this happen? What
can we do about it? Most importantly, how can you
ensure that you are feeding your family the most
healthy, most nutritious fruits and vegetables
possible? If you are going to grow a tomato in your
garden anyway why not grow the healthiest, most
phytonutrient-rich tomato packed with the most
lycopene and antioxidants possible? Are you
polanning to grow lettuce? Why not grow the lettuce
that packs the most nutrition into every leaf? These
simple questions are at the very heart of the author's
concept of "Phytonutrient Gardening." In this first
book in a series of three, Joe Urbach, creator and
publisher of the popular website
www.GardeningAustin.com and creator of The
Phytonutrient Blog answers those questions and
more while providing gardeners with a wealth of
information including which specific varieties of your
favorites to grow to get the biggest nutritional bang
for your gardening buck! Filled with fascinating
details about the state of modern produce and
backed by state-of-the-art research and scientific
testing, this useful book will change your life by
changing how you look at produce. Read just a few
pages and you will change the way you garden, the
way you buy groceries, the way you store your
produce and even the way you cook your meals!
Changes all for the better! Leading to a healthier,
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more active and longer life!
A textbook on United States history for students in
grades 6-8, from the first Americans through the Civil
War.
A teaching guide to American history using the historical
fiction series includes a variety of creative activities.
Gus is a very curious indoor cat that just wants a taste of the
outdoors. He finds out in this story that he may be in for more
than he bargained for. This story was inspired by the antics of
our very own cat who was able to sneak outside on more
than one occasion. It was born when our children would ask if
he was okay, and if he would return. We often talked about
the fun adventures he was probably having, but it also
provided the opportunity to talk about loss at the child's pace.
This wonderfully illustrated book follows Gus in his adventure.
This book is great for kid's imaginations and can be a good
tool to help cope with a lost pet.
The American JourneyMcGraw-HillThe Truths We HoldAn
American JourneyPenguin
J. M. Adovasio has spent the last thirty years at the center of
one of our most fiery scientific debates: Who were the first
humans in the Americas, and how and when did they get
there? At its heart, The First Americans is the story of the
revolution in thinking that Adovasio and his fellow
archaeologists have brought about, and the firestorm it has
ignited. As he writes, “The work of lifetimes has been put at
risk, reputations have been damaged, an astounding amount
of silliness and even profound stupidity has been taken as
serious thought, and always lurking in the background of all
the argumentation and gnashing of tenets has been the
question of whether the field of archaeology can ever be
pursued as a science.”
Vicky is desperate to make her mark, in a world which just
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doesn't seem to notice her. Silence and smiles hide the pain
that Nell is keeping to herself. Sarah's dreams of having a
family seem hopeless. And then there's Shannon, who's in
trouble at school yet again. But what these four women don't
know is that someone - or something - is watching them. A
much-recycled soul, suspended between one life and the
next, realises that Vicky, Nell, Sarah and Shannon are
embarking on their journey towards Motherhood. As
memories from past incarnations return to this Soul, it
becomes clear that one of these women will be chosen to
guide it once more. Soul to take explores what it is to become
a parent and considers the possibility that actually, our
children are the ones who carefully select us.
A comprehensive resource of physical education games
designed to help children in grades K-8 develop the skills
important to performing a wide variety of team and lifetime
sports.
The year is 4518 BCE. Halim, a Shakti warrior initiate, lives
with his family in Harappa, a fortified city in the Indus River
Valley. His father is injured, so the task falls to Halim to find a
cure for his mother, who has fallen prey to a mysterious,
debilitating disease. Sanjit, a seasoned Shakti, agrees to
accompany Halim to the Kunlun Mountains in search of a
sacred medicine from an ancient monastery. Halim's
impulsive sister, Taja, insists on joining them too. When the
three travellers confront the Ignogai, a barbaric tribe with a
bloodthirsty shaman, they must flee across hazardous and
unfamiliar terrain to avoid being captured and persecuted for
their Shakti Prana. With a little bit of magic, determination,
and some help from a few extraordinary people, the trio must
fight for their lives to make it back home in time to save
Halim's mother from certain demise.
We are in trouble. Church attendance has dropped, spiritual
life in our services has ebbed and we face a serious lack of
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people preparing for the ministry. Perhaps most alarming is
that we have failed to reach or keep our youth. The Sunday
school rooms and youth groups of many churches have no
real hope or strategy in place to bring them in. Beyond this,
dozens of churches close each week never to reopen, while
just a few new ones are started. Without some real changes
in these areas we will lose our Christian influence in this
nation almost entirely in the very near future.Certianly God
has not planned for the failure of His church.
Confused by conflicting exercise and nutrition "information?"
Frustrated by too many sizes in your closet? Determined to
"not quit this time" - but not sure how? Go Forward: 28 Days
to Eat, Move, and Enjoy Life God's Way will help you
understand what God's Word teaches about exercise,
nutrition, stress management, sleep, and other health topics.
But understanding what to do is only the first step. Through
this book you will also begin the second step: practicing how
to make a habit for a lifetime. Broken into topical sections,
you are encouraged to learn at your own pace and areas of
interest. Scripture study is central to growing in your health,
so several references and ample space is provided to write
what God teaches you. Whether you are starting your health
journey for the first time or the fiftieth time, you will find your
footing here. If you are ready for the health and energy you
need to accomplish your God-given dreams, if you want to
find your unique path and fulfill your potential, then it is time
to Go Forward!
A beautifully repackaged 50th anniversary edition of Sonia
Levitin’s powerful classic story about a young Jewish girl
forced to flee her home, winner of the National Jewish Book
Award. In 1938, Lisa Platt and her family know something
dangerous is happening in Germany. Lately, there have been
more and more restrictions for Jews: yellow stars they have to
wear, schools they cannot attend, things they are forbidden to
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do. When their neighbors are arrested for petty reasons, the
Platts realize they have to escape. Forbidden to bring money
or possessions out of the country, Lisa’s father secretly
leaves for America, planning to work until he can send for
them. But when conditions in Germany worsen, Lisa, her
mother, and her sisters flee to Switzerland to wait, surviving
on what little they have in a continent hurtling toward war.
Inspired by Sonia Levitin’s own experience of fleeing
Germany as a child, this moving novel chronicles one
family’s bravery in the face of aggression and apathy.
The #1 New York Times bestseller From Vice President
Kamala Harris, one of America's most inspiring political
leaders, a book about the core truths that unite us, and the
long struggle to discern what those truths are and how best to
act upon them, in her own life and across the life of our
country "A life story that genuinely entrances." —Los Angeles
Times Vice President Kamala Harris's commitment to
speaking truth is informed by her upbringing. The daughter of
immigrants, she was raised in an Oakland, California
community that cared deeply about social justice; her
parents--an esteemed economist from Jamaica and an
admired cancer researcher from India--met as activists in the
civil rights movement when they were graduate students at
Berkeley. Growing up, Harris herself never hid her passion for
justice, and when she became a prosecutor out of law school,
a deputy district attorney, she quickly established herself as
one of the most innovative change agents in American law
enforcement. She progressed rapidly to become the elected
District Attorney for San Francisco, and then the chief law
enforcement officer of the state of California as a whole.
Known for bringing a voice to the voiceless, she took on the
big banks during the foreclosure crisis, winning a historic
settlement for California's working families. Her hallmarks
were applying a holistic, data-driven approach to many of
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California's thorniest issues, always eschewing stale "tough
on crime" rhetoric as presenting a series of false choices.
Neither "tough" nor "soft" but smart on crime became her
mantra. Being smart means learning the truths that can make
us better as a community, and supporting those truths with all
our might. That has been the pole star that guided Harris to a
transformational career as the top law enforcement official in
California, and it is guiding her now as a transformational
United States Senator, grappling with an array of complex
issues that affect her state, our country, and the world, from
health care and the new economy to immigration, national
security, the opioid crisis, and accelerating inequality. By
reckoning with the big challenges we face together, drawing
on the hard-won wisdom and insight from her own career and
the work of those who have most inspired her, Kamala Harris
offers in THE TRUTHS WE HOLD a master class in problem
solving, in crisis management, and leadership in challenging
times. Through the arc of her own life, on into the great work
of our day, she communicates a vision of shared struggle,
shared purpose, and shared values. In a book rich in many
home truths, not least is that a relatively small number of
people work very hard to convince a great many of us that we
have less in common than we actually do, but it falls to us to
look past them and get on with the good work of living our
common truth. When we do, our shared effort will continue to
sustain us and this great nation, now and in the years to
come.
Important Note: American Journey Online content is now
available through the Gale US History Resource Center. This
transition provides a new organization as well as access to
more content and it provides more detailed search
capabilities for you and your students. The New Gale US
History User's Guide consists of chapters organized by a
timeline covering major eras in U.S. history. In addition, we
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have a new Gale US History User's Guide to help you and
your students get up and running quickly. Each chapter in the
guide includes approximately 8 activities that can be
assigned. Please visit access.gale.com/thomsonlearning/ for
an overview of the new site. Please request ISBN
0495091685 for your free copy of this new guide. Please
contact your Cengage Learning representative with
questions.
Preschoolers will have hours of fun with this activity-packed
book. There are puzzles to complete, simple mathematics,
find objects, alphabets and more . A great way for kids to
learn while having fun.
A tale of a decorative pumpkin searching for validity after the
season has ended. The pumpkin finds itself in a recipe to be
treasured and passed on forever! A wonderful interactive
recipe ensues, fun for children and grownups alike.
Memorable lessons on values.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “A great American
success story . . . an endearing and well-written book.”—The
New York Times Book Review Colin Powell is the
embodiment of the American dream. He was born in Harlem
to immigrant parents from Jamaica. He knew the rough life of
the streets. He overcame a barely average start at school.
Then he joined the Army. The rest is history—Vietnam, the
Pentagon, Panama, Desert Storm—but a history that until now
has been known only on the surface. Here, for the first time,
Colin Powell himself tells us how it happened, in a memoir
distinguished by a heartfelt love of country and family, warm
good humor, and a soldier’s directness. My American
Journey is the powerful story of a life well lived and well told.
It is also a view from the mountaintop of the political
landscape of America. At a time when Americans feel
disenchanted with their leaders, General Powell’s passionate
views on family, personal responsibility, and, in his own
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words, “the greatness of America and the opportunities it
offers” inspire hope and present a blueprint for the future. An
utterly absorbing account, it is history with a vision.
As a couple you are not just living together to survive, you are
being called to thrive. Your marriage is called to greatness!
This is The Mission of Love. It is an opportunity to discover
the inestimable greatness of your calling as a man and
woman joined together in marriage and to empower
yourselves with a plan to make it happen. This book will help
you, as a couple, identify who you are together, your shared
vision for the relationship, and tools to make this vision a
reality. You can embrace this challenge for your marriage and
strive for success in the greatest endeavor you will ever
embark upon or you can try the same thing that’s been done
for decades and expect little more than the same results.
Soups 101. Get your copy of the best and most unique Soup
recipes from BookSumo Press! Come take a journey with us
into the delights of easy cooking. The point of this cookbook
and all our cookbooks is to exemplify the effortless nature of
cooking simply. In this book we focus on Soup. Soup
Cookbook is a complete set of simple but very unique Soup
recipes. You will find that even though the recipes are simple,
the tastes are quite amazing. So will you join us in an
adventure of simple cooking? Here is a Preview of the Soup
Recipes You Will Learn: Brown Rice Chicken Soup Western
European Style Chicken Soup Nutty Potato Chicken Soup
Japanese Inspired Bamboo and Mushroom Chicken Soup
Maine Mushroom Cod Chowder American Ground Beef
Chowder Meatless-Monday Chowder Newfoundland Cod
Fillet Parsley Chowder Maggie's Rutabaga Stew Rustic
Venison Upstate Chicken Stew Tijuana Stew Stovetop
Veggie Stew Cheesy Taco Tortilla Soup Pinto Taco Soup Bell
Kidney Taco Soup Black Chicken Taco Soup Northern
Cannellini Beef Soup Golden Chuck Roast Soup Stewed
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Cocktail Soup Much, much more! Again remember these
recipes are unique so be ready to try some new things. Also
remember that the style of cooking used in this cookbook is
effortless. So even though the recipes will be unique and
great tasting, creating them will take minimal effort! Related
Searches: Soup cookbook, Soup recipes, Soup book, soup
maker recipes, soup cleanse, chicken soup for the soul,
chicken soup
Through humor, whimsical story-telling and spiritual insight
Joseph Fehlen shares his journey of becoming a motorcyclist
at the age of 34. A man with a family, career, and perfectly
normal life gets permission from his mom and wife, trades in
his car for a motorcycle and begins an adventure that teaches
him lessons about life, faith and what really matters most.
Ride On is filled with a whole cast of endearing characters
complemented by the intricacies of the motorcycle culture. In
a garage logic sort of way, Joseph interweaves the lessons
he learned with those Jesus modeled, creating a tapestry of
learning opportunities for the reader. With uncanny clarity
these real life situations will assist even those who have
never ridden a motorcycle, or even plan to experience one of
life's greatest joys. Come and join him as you ride on!
Keywords: Zen and the art of motorcycle maintenance,
Motorcycle club, Motorcycle adventure, motorcycle man,
motorcycle diaries, motorcycle travel, motorcycle books,
motorcycle Jesus,
Qigong Teacher and Daoist Priest Michael Rinaldini has
written a book on the modern day practices of a Daoist. His
book, A Daoist Practice Journal: Come Laugh With Me offers
the cultivation methods for walking the Daoist path. The
entries cover topics like zuowang meditation, scriptures,
qigong, the value of silence and solitude, and Daoist,
Buddhist and Catholic mysticism, tea drinking and more. Here
are some samples of his entries, which provide a glimpse into
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the heart of his writings. 2012 January 14 Sky Farm
Hermitage Solitary Retreat In silence and solitude I begin
another retreat on Saturday afternoon, January 14, 2012. The
rest of Saturday afternoon was spent un-packing and settling
into a 6-day retreat. 6:15pm What does a Daoist eat while on
retreat? Tonight, I made a soup with soba noodles and
assorted vegetables. I forgot to bring ginger root. 9:40pm I
vow to practice ... in silence and solitude, until I realize
Complete Perfection. January 15 8:30pm One of my goals for
this retreat is to write about the common practices between
the Daoist and the Christian paths. I am specifically interested
in the Daoist zuowang meditation method of sitting in
forgetfulness or oblivion, and the Christian fourteenth-century
mystical text, The Cloud of Unknowing. Both of these ways of
meditation or contemplation feature an emphasis on placing
the mind's activities into a state of forgetting or the cloud of
forgetting. The Cloud, was written by an anonymous author,
and it is speculated that the author was a Carthusian monk,
and if not, possibly a Catholic priest living a hermetic lifestyle.
And so what are the similarities, the common practices
between zuowang meditation, and the contemplative
practices as presented in The Cloud of Unknowing? January
16 2pm Sitting in silence outside on the porch, The only
sounds-birds singing, An occasional movement of the wind,
And very faint voices from neighbors down the valley. Odd at
how sound travels. And right now, there was the sound of a
car, actually, What I heard was the sound of the road, A gritty
gravel sound. My mind filled in the blanks, And I instantly
labeled it, "a car driving nearby," Though it could have been a
truck. And now my sneezes and coughing, And blowing my
nose, all disrupt the silence A large crow just landed in my
valley, Returning me to silence. January 17 Sitting on the
porch, all bundled up. Drinking Scottish Christmas tea and a
banana, and one cookie. A large part of being in silence and
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solitude is simply listening. Even the wind down the valley.
You can hear it as it makes it way up the hills, And now, I feel
it against my body, It flaps the page of this journal book. And
before you know it- It's gone, and the silence returns. Except
for the birds, sound of distant dogs, chickens, And that same
sound that cars/trucks make on the gravel road. 12:30pm The
Cloud's author says: Forget what you know. Forget
everything God made and everybody who exists and
everything that's going on in the world, until your thoughts
and emotions aren't focused on or reaching toward anything,
not in a general way and not in any particular way. Let them
be. For the moment, don't care about anything (11). And
finally, why even bother to think? From the zuowang tradition:
I forget the vastness even of Heaven and Earth, Never mind
the minuteness of the hair in autumn. Resting in serenity and
silence, I listen to Pure Harmony. Still, I am free, away from it
all! Movement stilled, language silenced- Why ever think?
(212). January 18 4:30 pm Inspired from yesterday's
research, and last full day of retreat. Forget everything, Put
nothing, between myself, And the Great Emptiness of
Ultimate Stillness. That's the nameless Dao! End of Retreat
This profound yet simple book allows readers to get the total
picture on how to live beyond mere imagination and bring
about the true essence of "the good life". The 4 cornerstones
takes the 4 most important areas of your life; faith, family,
fitness, and finance and combines it together for your ultimate
success! Never before has an author been able to take these
unique areas and combine them into one simplified master
piece towards your complete prosperity, as Drew Parker
does. Purchase your copy today at
www.shop.visualizedwealth.com. Available on paperback & ebook.
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